Enhanced Primary Tumor Penetration Facilitates Nanoparticle Draining into Lymph Nodes after Systemic Injection for Tumor Metastasis Inhibition.
Lymph nodes (LNs) are normally the primary site of tumor metastasis, and effective delivery of chemotherapeutics into LNs through systemic administration is critical for metastatic cancer treatment. Here, we uncovered that improved perfusion in a primary tumor facilitates nanoparticle translocation to LNs for inhibiting tumor metastasis. On the basis of our finding that an iCluster platform, which undergoes size reduction from ∼100 nm to ∼5 nm at the tumor site, markedly improved particle perfusion in the interstitium of the primary tumor, we further revealed in the current study that such tumor-specific size transition promoted particle intravasation into tumor lymphatics and migration into LNs. Quantitative analysis indicated that the drug deposition in LNs after iCluster treatment was significantly higher in the presence of a primary tumor in comparison with that after primary tumor resection. Early intervention of metastatic 4T1 tumors with iCluster chemotherapy and subsequent surgical resection of the primary tumor resulted in significantly extending animal survival, with 4 out of the 10 mice remaining completely tumor-free for 110 days. Additionally, in the more clinical relevant late metastatic model, iCluster inhibited the metastatic colonies to the lungs and extended animal survival time. This finding provides insights into the design of more effective nanomedicines for treating metastatic cancer.